HP 39gII Graphing Calculator
HP’s 39gII Graphing Calculator. Master key math and science concepts with the HP 39gII Graphing
Calculator. This easy-to-use calculator provides powerful functionality, streamlined efficiency and a
slide-on hard cover for added protection.

Power Plus Precision

Critical for math and science students, the HP 3 9gII Graphing
Calculator uses familiar algebraic data entry — just like you’re
solving problems on paper.
Examine complex theories in symbolic, numeric and graphic views.
Review data using interactive history, textbook format display and
notes.
Save your work and later share it with classmates for group learning.

Powerful functionality

Plot graphs with greater precision than competing calculators.
Gray scale plotting helps students better visualize their work.
Plus, the HP 3 9gII offers a programming language that’s modern
and complete with user-defined variables and functions.
This graphing calculator is loaded with 15 applications to help
students learn. For example, manipulate a graph and see the
associated equation change instantly using the HP explorer app.
The HP 3 9gII boasts more than 600 built-in functions, powerful HP
solvers and unit conversions.

Intuitive design

The intuitive interface is consistent from application to application,
making the 3 9gll easy-to-use.
HP 3 9gII offers a multi-language user interface and help tool that’s
context sensitive.

Increased protection and portability

Easily take your HP 3 9gII Calculator to class and home. The slide-on
hard cover is included so there’s less worry when carrying your
calculator from place to place.
HP’s support and online tools such as tutorials, educational resources
and downloads deliver added reassurance. Learn more about HP
calculators.

HP 39gII Graphing Calculator

Part number

NW249AA

Display

Adjustable contract, 256 x 127 pixels

Display type

Grayscale LCD

Product color

White

Enclosure material

Plastic

Entry system logic

Algebraic

Menus/Prompts

Yes

Keyboard

Alphanumeric

Best used for

Pre-Algebra/Algebra; Trigonometry; Statistics; Biology; Chemistry; Physics; Earth sciences

Graphing Functions

2D plots: function, polar, parametric; sequence plots: cobweb, stairstep; split screen: plot and table, before-and-after zoom; statistical plots: scatter,
histogram, box and whisker, normal probability, line, bar, pareto; for functions: intersection, extremum, slope, area under a curve and between two
curves; zoom to a point on a graph or row in a table

Math functions

Arithmetic, trigonometric, transcendental, polynomial, calculus, integer, list, matrix and complex functions

Expansion features

1 USB

Memory

80 MB flash memory

Power supply

4 AAA batteries

Auto power off

Approximately 5 minutes

Weight

257.29 g (8.7 oz)

Dimensions

9.0 x 3.0 x 18.7 cm (3.5 x 1.2 x 7.4 in)

Warranty

2-years warranty

What's in the box

Calculator, batteries, protective cover, quick start guide, CD with user’s guide and connectivity kit, unit-to-unit and unit-to-pc cables
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